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Club Meeting Sunday, July 26, 2015
2015
Meeting Dates
All Sundays!
July 26
October 25

2016
BKC Show
April 1, 2 & 3, 2016

The next meeting of the
Badger Knife Club (BKC) will
be Sunday, July 26, at 7:00 p.m.
at the Three Harbors Council,
Boy Scouts of America, 330 S.
84 Street, Milwaukee, WI, lower level PieperPower Learning
Center.
Note: The Reconstruction
of the I-94/U.S. 45 corridor
continues to be a factor in accessing the meeting area—use
caution. The road in front of
the BSA Center is open.

The Feature Program
will have a Life Club Member giving us the historical
background of the Mark II
Fighting Knife.
The Progressive Attendance prize is up to $15.
Scott Littell missed the
$10 prize at the last meeting. The Regular Attendance prize of $5 was won
by John Jorgensen and he
donated it back to the club.
Thank you, John.

A special THANK YOU
to the following persons
who donated items for the
club raffle: Peter Albert,
Col. Joe Fox, Keith Jacobs, Jake Jakus, John
Jorgenson, and John
Fleming.
Free coffee, juice and
donuts. Bring some knives
to buy, sell or just show off.
Come and enjoy an evening
of knives and the fellowship. See you there.

Email address?

Lost and Found

Do we have your current email address? If you received
this in the regular U.S. Postal Service, then you need to send
me an email so I can add you to our distribution list. This will
save postage and paper

Someone left a knife roll with several older knives inside it at
the 2015 Badger Knife Show. Call Bob Schrap at 414-7716472 to claim the knife roll and knives—if you can describe it
to me. Or do you know someone who lost it?

2015 Badger Club Knives
The 2015 Badger Club Knives have arrived and are in the
process of being distributed. For those that paid to have the
knife mailed, they will arrive in a day or two. For those that
want to pick them up, they will be at the Club meeting on
July 26.
There are a few extra knives available if you forgot to order the 2015 knife, a beautiful 3-blade, stag handle, reverse
gunstock-stockman pattern made by Queen Cutlery. You
might want an extra one to carry and use. Call Bob Schrap at
414-771-6472 to make arrangements to pick up or purchase
one.

Badger Club Knives
If you are missing either the 2011 or 2013 Badger Club Knife,
we have one of each available. Call Bob Schrap at 414-7716472 to make arrangements to see them.

Club Dues
Check the mailing label for your renewal date. If you
received a dues statement with this newsletter, please send
in your dues right away. You can pay 1, 2 or 3 years at a time
at $5 per year. You can mail in your dues or pay at the next
meeting. Check made out to Badger Knife Club. Your continued interest and support is truly appreciated.

Bushcraft Knives
Bushcraft knives are a relatively new term and style of
knife in knife collecting. The actual style of knife was originally called a Nessmuk or DeWees Knife by Marbles. Here is an
excellent paper by Dave Huber of the North Star Blade Collectors in Minnesota. Dave gave us permission to reprint it in
our Nife Notes. Read and enjoy. (Starts on page 4)
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Forged In Fire
I hope that you watch the History Channel T.V. series
Forged In Fire. Our Life Member and knife maker, Peter Martin, is one of the participants in the series. He will be appearing soon, probably Monday night, July 27, 2015, at 9:00 p.m.
In the future, we will hopefully learn more details of what
goes on “behind the scene” in a reality series program. Keep
watching . . . it is very interesting.

Great Lakes Knife Show?
For the past 20 years there was a show known as the
Northern Lakes Annual Fall Knife Show. That show is no
more.
Mike Balaskovitz of Woodlabs will be running a new
Great Lakes Knife Show. The dates are October 9-10, 2015.
Please attend and met your old friends there. Call Mike for
additional information. See ad below.

Nife Notes
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Please support the generosity of our makers and dealers that donate knives and other items to the
Club’s silent auction and Club meeting raffles. We are placing their business card ads at no cost. Thanks
everyone. The Club truly appreciates your support.
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More Thoughts on Bushcraft Knives
Dave Huber
There are so many versions of
bushcraft knives, from small Moras
to that BK-9. I've got a friend that
swears by the BK-9, & millions of
people swear by the basic Mora.
Condor is starting to come out
with an ever broader selection of
bushcrafters -- including the
Bushlore, which is a clone of Ray
Mears' Woodlore knife. The original
version of the Bushlore was stout but
unwieldy -- a little clumsy, mostly due
to the grind. They've reduced the
thickness by about half to 1/8", & it
feels & works fabulously now
(though mine is fairly new so I can't
comment on edge retention).
There's a huge camp that backs
the BK-2 (including Adam from
Equip2Endure on Youtube) & another huge camp that finds them too
bulky & awkward (including Chris
from PreparedMinds101, also on
Youtube); many of the latter have
had the BK-2 & gave it up. I don't
have a BK-2, but I do have an Outpost Command by TOPS, which has
been compared to the BK-2. That
Outpost Command will take apart a
small tree no problem, but the grind
is too thick for a lot of finer work
(oh, but my Leatherman Charge excels at feather-sticking, better than
most I've tested actually).
If you can handle the knives before purchase, try this: shave a
wooden matchstick into something
that looks similar to a Christmas
tree. The easier it is to do, the better
that knife will handle other detail
work, like whittling traps or anything
else.
I've been coming around to the
notion of having a bushcrafting
set: knife, axe, saw, & multitool.

The ESEE Laser Strike is basically
a Kephart-style knife on steroids;
3/16" thick, with firesteel & tinder
included, stored in a compartment
sandwiched between the handle
scales. Watch for deals that put these
around $100 shipping included; normally you can get them pretty easy
for about $125, but there are often
guys selling them new on eBay in the
$74 to $100 range. Originally produced by TOPS, it's now produced
by Rowen Manufacturing for
ESEE. TOPS currently produces a
more "tactical" version called the
Black Star, which morphed into a
series, with the Black Star Evolution,
& now the CUMA Evolution, all with
Jeff Randall's blessing.
Jeff Randall is the guy behind
ESEE. He split off from Ontario
some time back, with litigation & all,
due to his design of the RAT
(Randall Adventure Training) knives
that were too successful for Ontario
to let go. Not sure how all that got
resolved, but it did. ESEE is known
for having pretty much the best warranty in the business. Randall
tweaked & largely improved on the
designs made for Ontario, & they've
got some new ones out this year in
their bushcrafting line, including a
sweet drop-point flat grind designed
by Dave Canterbury of “Dual Survival” fame.
Dave Canterbury designed a
pricey but incredible knife for Blind
Horse Knives called the Pathfinder -this knife was meant to do everything
in the bush -- food prep, game prep,
fire prep, shelter prep, everything. Blind Horse is now Battle
Horse, but all of the BHK knives
have centered on bushcraft. Steep
prices, but I haven't ever heard any

complaints about BHK's. Canterbury
sells some of the original line still in
his store, Self Reliance Outfitters.
SRO also sells Jeff White knives
there -- carbon steel blades with a
pioneer feel. I've got a few Jeff
Whites -- primarily in 3/32 stock, but
recently White has been branching
out to 1/8" stock, specifically for
heavier use. You'll have to buy a
sheath separately in most instances
with Jeff White knives.
Speaking of 3/32" stock, most of
the Ontario Old Hickories I've had
have been 3/32. Especially if you're
going with the most common 7"
blade, that's pretty thin for limbing &
likely too thin for batoning. Great
for game & food prep though!
And also on Ontario, I love my
Ontario TAK-1 (pretty sure it was
designed by Randall). I also keep
finding myself drawn to my Ontario
RD-4, which is really quite similar to
the Ontario RAT 5 & the ESEE 5,
which share similarities with the
TOPS Outpost Command & the Kabar Becker BK-2. The RD-9 is the
same blade shape, just extended several inches longer -- though the handle is the same size (good size for the
4, way too small for the 9).
Oh, and Ontario has a new line of
knives focused on the bushcraft
crowd, the most famous being the
Blackbird SK-5 (oh yeah, as made
famous by Fat Guys In The Woods -I love this show, by the way, for its
positive message, but I digress). Thing is, Ontario already had
a number of knives perfect for bushcrafting -- the SP46 with its light, leaf
-shaped blade is wonderful, & the
larger SP50 is just incredible in looks
& reviews, though I have yet to get
my hands on one.
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And I can't mention leafshaped blades without bringing up
Spyderco! They have a bushcraft
model that had a bad batch of
spalted maple handles that cracked,
so they upgraded & went synthetic.
The knife itself was a collaboration
with British bushcraft expert Chris
Claycombe (lots of bushcraft experts in the UK, by the way). The
Temperence 2 is a bit on the pointier side, but the Serrata, with its
dendritic 440C steel, is the one at
the top of my list (just personal
preference).
If you've got a bit more to
spend, a modern master by the
name of Ben Orford is where I'd
look -- I'm coveting one of his parangs, but it's definitely out of my
price range currently. Also spendier, but stateside (with a thoroughly
modern aesthetic, by the way), is
Fiddleback Forge.
I almost forgot to mention the
convex grind! Bark River Tool &
Knife (BRKT) has been doing the
convex grind for years now, primarily in A2. Jeff White is also
using convex grinds on his thicker
(1/8") knives. I know there are
others that are just slipping my
mind at the moment, but when I
started knife collecting, BRKT was
the big convex grind company.
If you use a belt sander to
sharpen your knives (a la Worksharp), you'll put a convex grind
onto the edge when you sharpen
your blades. This can be a disaster
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for tips so be incredibly careful! But it does a great job for the
edge itself (& works wonders for
axes!). Obviously, however, the
Worksharp requires a power
source & is useless without electricity (I have to wonder – will they
come out with a cordless model?).
The trick here with field sharpening is to bring along a strop, or
to even use some corrugated cardboard, to swipe the edge on frequently so that it doesn't go
dull. You can also use one of
those sanding sponges in a fine grit
for maintenance. Or, the Lansky
Puck was made for sharpening axes with convex grinds in the field,
& comes complete with course
(120) & medium (280) grit options.
If you're in a situation that went
beyond maintenance & the blade
really needs to be reworked, use a
diamond or ceramic rod (not one
that is in a v-formation) & do your
best. Or, use your back-up knife
for the remainder of your trip &
use the strop or belt sander when
you get home! You do carry a
back-up, don’t you? Of course you
do.
You've got a lot of choices
these days when it comes to bushcraft knives -- & though I mentioned Mora earlier, I haven't even
touched on the several other Scandinavian manufacturers such as
Kellam, Helle, & Marttiini (oh, but
I love my Marttiini Timberjack
($17 new))!
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One of the biggest issues will
be deciding on the grind you'd like
for the knife -- flat, saber, scandi,
convex or some hybrid thereof. Some manufacturers have taken some flack for offering knives
with a saber grind that at first
glance appears to have a scandi
grind. The saber grind has a secondary bevel. Benchmade's Bushcrafter is one of those at issue. From what I've heard though,
the knife, in S30V, cuts just fine -it's the leather sheath that Bushcrafter owners have really complained about (it looks cheap &
flimsy).
Regardless, avoid hollow grinds
in a bushcrafter, they're more
meant for meat than wood. And
that's really what to look out for:
knives that are meant to handle the
rigors of woodcarving while being
good enough to your hands that
you can perform carving for longer
periods of time.
Geez, with all that to say, you'd
think I was into these knives or
something…

Badger Knife Club
P.O. Box 511
Elm Grove, WI 53122
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2015 BKC Meeting Dates
July 26 and October 25
Annual Badger Knife Show
April 1, 2 & 3, 2016

See you at the meeting!

